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1. AT-HOME HEALTH STATION 
› Wellness bands to monitor health 
› Connected self assessment checklists 
to track symptoms, travel, etc.
› Automatically communicates with   
supervisors/company HR
› Real-time employee tracking from 
point to point

2 & 3. PUBLIC 
TRANSPORTATION
› Thermal camera for individual 
temperature readings 
› Readings paired with visual and/or 
audible alerts
› Pass/Fail tracked and logged
› On-board artificial intelligence to 
ensure social distancing
› Log employee interactions to aid 
contact tracing
› Automated disinfection between 
services 

4. ENTRY CHECKPOINT
› Thermal camera for individual or 
group temperature readings 
›  Readings paired with visual and/or 
audible alerts
› Wellness station with available HR 
and/or health officer areas
› Automated disinfection procedures

5. WORKPLACE TRACKING
› High accuracy indoor positioning 
system tracks employees in real-time
› Wearables enable 6ft safe distance   
perimeter around employees  
 › Automatic visual and audible alerts if 
personal perimeter is breached
› Alerts sent to supervisors and HR 
› Automatic logging of events
› Set capacity limits of high traffic areas 
(break rooms, cafeteria) to ensure
safety

6. WORKPLACE DISINFECTION
› Automated disinfection by drones 
and/or robot
› No additional resources in harms way
› Avoid cross-contamination 
› Monitor and log cleaning procedures
› Dashboard to show disenfected area

SmartCone's “Return to Work” (R2W) 
closed loop solution o�ers a smarter, 
safer way to conduct business during 
COVID-19 and beyond.  With full 
transparancy, the company 
stakeholders, supervisors and 
empoyees see various checkpoints 
and processes in realtime to enable 
peace of mind for all. 
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40o THERMAL CAMERA
› Supports body temperature 
measurement
› Measurement accuracy: ±0.3°C, 
when combined with blackbody
› Active alarming with white light 
and siren
› Uncooled VOx technology

1. Feel sick
2. Have a fever

3. Have a cough

4. Have a sore throat

5. If you are unsure please proceed  

 
to the scanning area for  

 

 
assistance

1. I have not travelled outside my town 

limits in the past 14 days. 

2. No one in my home has travelled nor 

has come within 6 ft of anyone who has 

travelled outside my city limits in the past 

14 days.
3. I do not:

READ BEFORE YOU ENTER

SELF REPORTING
› Standard signage stating each 
employee agrees by entering to 
the following:
 › No fever in 14 days
 › No cough in 14 days
 › No travel in 14 days
 › No contact to anyone that   
  has experienced the above.

DISENFECTION
Rapid disenfection with real-time 
mapping of coverage areas for 
transparancy. Specialized 
anti-microbial  coating sustains 
cleaning longer term.
Disenfect by: 
 › Drone
 › Robot
 › Professional service crew

WEARABLES FOR DISTANCING
› Keeping workers safe:
 › Preset  proximity perimeters
 › Multiple safety checkpoints  
      from people to zones     
 › Alert data recorded and     
      available to supervisors

SMARTTORCHES
› Audio and Visual Alarming
› Broadcast messaging:
 › Social Distance Protocols
 › Thermal Scan Procedures
 › Covid-19 Updates

WELLNESS STATION
› Outdoor checkpoint
› Stop contamination
before entry

 

 

SMARTCONE
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SmartCone's “Return to Work” (R2W) 
solution o�ers a range of options to 
build a safer workspace.  From smaller 
o�ces to large scale factory settings our 
technology keeps any environment safe.

CONSTELLATION:
›TheSmartConeTM Constellation is a high 
accuracy indoor positioning system that 
allows for visibility of employees in real time.
  
›Modules can be placed to provide both a 
portable local proximity system or 
throughout a facility for  a wide area 
positioning system.
  
›No dependency on GPS.

›Intelligent zones can be set up to trigger 
warnings when an area sees too many 
people. 

›SmartTorches placed throughout the 
workplace alarm when capacity is reached 
or if anyone in the area breaches the 6ft 
social distancing perimeter set up between 
people.

›TheSmartConeTM Visual Alarming Modules 
are worn by each worker to detect their 
position and send audible and/or visual 
alerts when parameters are breached.
 
›Alert data is available to supervisors in real 
time and allows for contact tracing reports.

›User friendly dashboard with advanced 
analytics though partner software 
integration. 

SMART WORKPLACE:
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